
Scientific bachelor degree - « Very good » honors 2016 

In 3rd year of education in development speciality at SUP'Internet 
school, with periods of courses and internships. Project management 
and full-stack JS technologies, algorithms, Python, Golang.

Bachelor web & mobile project manager - Development 2019

EDUCATION

Anglais : B2 level (2-week language course in England)
Systèmes d’exploitation : Windows, MacOS, Linux (Ubuntu)

Outils : Git, Terminal, Zeplin, Jira, Trello, Photoshop

Technologies : JavaScript, ReactJS, React Native, Redux,  
Node.js, HTML, CSS/Sass/Less, PHP, Symfony, SQL, Java, Swift

SKILLS

Elaboration within 3 months of a website based on an economically 
viable and educational concept of transformation from a traditional 
diet to a vegan diet. Collaborative work between the development, 
design and marketing sectors. Built with JavaScript, PHP, Sass, and the 
Google Maps API.

may 2017Project « How to Vegan » - Lead dev

Elaboration within 21 months of a mobile application based on an 
economically viable concept. Collaborative work between the 
development, design and marketing sectors. Built with React Native.

in progressGraduation project - Project leader

EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS

4-month internship as a full-stack profile in an agency. Missions of 
integration, emailing updates, and refactoring of a web site with 
Symfony 3 including user and administrator interfaces.

may - sept. 2017Full-stack dev. - Octelio Conseil (internship)

feb. - sept. 2018Front-end development - Radio France (internship)

6-month internship as a mobile front-end profile in the ZestMeUp 
startup. Refactoring of the mobile application using the agile method. 
Project realized with React Native and Redux.

jan. - june 2019Mobile JS development - ZestMeUp (internship)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES

I am curious, organized and meticulous, with a strong team spirit. 
Thanks to my experience in many projects, I am able to build a website
alone or in a team.

INTRODUCTION

High school students
associative home manager

Student Union secretary in
first year of education in
SUP’Internet

ASSOCIATIVE
EXPERIENCES

Literature : heroic fantasy,
comics, manga

Singing : course, shows

Japanese culture

INTERESTS

cecilehuguet.contact
@gmail.com

07 81 90 43 45

CONTACT

Full-stack JS
web & mobile
developer 

tel:33781904345
mailto:cecilehuguet.contact@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/Cecile_Huguet
https://github.com/SkipCat
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cecile-huguet/
https://www.mouv.fr/

